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The Role of International Law in the
Elimination of Child Labor
BRILL Oﬀering a contribution to the debates on child labor, this book
presents child labor as a problem to which various branches of
international law have made a response. It treats a range of international
law sub-disciplines, and analyses child labor in the context of social,
economic and cultural issues.

Child Labour (Print)
Global Estimates 2020, Trends and
the Road Forward
Trade Unions and Child Labour
A Guide to Action
International Labour Organization This publication sets out a practical
framework for speciﬁc measures for trade union involvement at the local,
national and international levels to protect against the use of child labour,
based on the variety of approaches taken by workers' organisations around
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the world. The book summarises the nature and extent of the child labour
problem; gives examples of trade union activities in the campaign against
child labour; sets out a framework for action based on these case studies;
and examines the international response to child labour.

International Labour Organization
and Global Social Governance
Springer Nature This open access book explores the role of the ILO
(International Labour Organization) in building global social governance
from multiple and mutually complementary perspectives. It explores the
impact of this UN ́s oldest agency, founded in 1919, on the transforming
world of work in a global setting, providing insights into the unique history
and functions of the ILO as an organization and the evolution of workers’
rights through international labour standards stemming from its regulatory
mechanism. The book examines the persistent dilemma of balancing the
beneﬁts of globalization with the protection of workers. It critically
assesses the challenges that emerge when international labour standards
are implemented and enforced in highly diverse regulatory frameworks in
international, regional, national and local contexts. The book also identiﬁes
feasible ways to achieve more inclusive labour protection, putting into
perspective the tension between the economic and the social in the ILO’s
second century of operation. It includes reﬂections on the work of the ILO
World Commission on the Social Dimension of Globalisation by Tarja
Halonen, who as President of Finland co-chaired the Commission with
Benjamin William Mkapa, President of Tanzania. Written by distinguished
experts and scholars in the ﬁelds of international labour law and
international law, the book provides an insightful and in-depth analysis of
the role of the ILO as an international organization devoted to decent work
and social justice. It also sheds light on tripartism and its particular role in
the work of the ILO, examining the challenges that a profoundly changing
working life presents in terms of labour protection and social justice, and
examining the transnational dimension of labour law. Lastly, the book
includes a postscript by Nobel economics laureate Professor Joseph E.
Stiglitz.

The World of Child Labor
An Historical and Regional Survey
M.E. Sharpe "The World of Child Labor" details both the current and
historical state of child labor in each region of the world, focusing on its
causes, consequences, and cures. Child labor remains a problem of
immense social and economic proportions throughout the developing
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world, and there is a global movement underway to do away with it.
Volume editor Hugh D. Hindman has assembled an international team of
leading child labor scholars, researchers, policy-makers, and activists to
provide a comprehensive reference with over 220 essays. This volume ﬁrst
provides a current global snapshot with overview essays on the dimensions
of the problem and those institutions and organizations combating child
labor. Thereafter the organization of the work is regional, covering
developed, developing, and less developed regions of the world.The
reference goes around the globe to document the contemporary and
historical state of child labor within each major region (Africa, Latin and
South America, North America, Europe, Middle East, Asia, and Oceania)
including country-level accounts for nearly half of the world's nations.
Country-level essays for more developed nations include historical material
in addition to current issues in child labor. All country-level essays address
speciﬁc facets of child labor problems, such as industries and occupations
in which children commonly work, the national child welfare policy,
occupational safety regulations, educational system, and laws, and often
highlight signiﬁcant initiatives against child labor.Current statistical data
accompany most country-level essays that include ratiﬁcations to UN and
ILO conventions, the Human Development Index, human capital indicators,
economic indicators, and national child labor surveys conducted by the
Statistical Information and Monitoring Program on Child Labor. "The World
of Child Labor" is designed to be a self-contained, comprehensive reference
for high school, college, and professional researchers. Maps, photos,
ﬁgures, tables, references, and index are included.

Child Labour in a Globalized World
A Legal Analysis of ILO Action
Routledge This volume examines the legal dimension of the ILO's action in
the ﬁeld of Child Labour. The authors investigate the implementation of
the relevant legal instruments and assess the eﬀectiveness of the ILO
supervisory system. All relevant instruments are considered while
particular attention is given to Convention 182 on the elimination of the
worst forms of child labour. Child Labour in a Globalized World describes
the ILO's activities concerning the eradication of child labour whilst
assessing and evaluating the eﬀectiveness of the relevant legal framework
and functioning of the supervisory system. This book contextualizes the
issue of the eradication of the worst forms of child labour in the recent
doctrinal debate on the nature of labour standards and the transformation
of the ILO. This important work will be a valuable resource for academics,
researchers and policy-makers with an interest in labour law, international
law, and children's rights.
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Child Labour
Gyan Publishing House The book gives an overview of the nature and extent
of the problem of child labour, and the consequences for the victims. These
volumes discuss in details the Shocking scene of child labour, Reforms in
child labour, Challenges of measuring child labour, Children and
prostitution, Global response to child labour, Action against child labour,
Educational strategies to eliminate child labour, Natural disaster and child
labour. It also discusses sympathetically economic exploitation of children.

Child Labor
Greenhaven Publishing LLC Present your readers with a truly global review of
the issue of child labor. Essays are collected from highly respected
international sources, sharing viewpoints from places such as Bolivia, West
Africa, South Asia, Bangladesh, Uzbekistan, Ireland, and Brazil. Readers
will learn about children who work in coal mines, the sex trade, agriculture,
and other industries. Essential essays share information regarding the
responsibility of corporations to stop child labor. Essay sources include The
Anti-Slavery Society, Global March Against Child Labour, The Child Workers
in Asia Foundation, International Labour Organization, and the Coalition to
Stop the Use of Child Soldiers.

Child Labour
A Public Health Perspective
Oxford University Press This book discusses issues of child labour such as
poverty, malnutrition, social disadvantage, gender, globalisation, and
education, and looks at both physical and psychological threats. The
editors concentrate on child labour in the developing world, where most of
it occurs.

Child Labour
A Public Health Perspective
OUP Oxford This book discusses issues of child labour such as poverty,
malnutrition, social disadvantage, gender, globalisation, and education,
and looks at both physical and psychological threats. The editors
concentrate on child labour in the developing world, where most of it
occurs.
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ILO Child Labour Standards in
International Trade Regulation: the
Role of the WTO.
Public Hearings on International
Child Labor
Child Labor
A Global View
Greenwood Publishing Group Describes the global child labor scene, with each
chapter describing child labor in a diﬀerent country: the history, current
conditions, political policies, social aspects, and future outlook.

Child Labour in South Asia
Routledge Child labour is a serious and contentious issue throughout the
developing world and it continues to be a problem whose form and very
meaning shifts with social, geographical, economic and cultural context.
While the debate about child labour practice in developing countries
appears to be motivated by growing competition in labour intensive
products brought about by globalization, studies on this issue are both
sparse and lopsided. This important book aims to shed light on this debate
by documenting the experience of South Asian developing countries which
have experienced rapid income and export growth. Based on evidence from
Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, this volume aims to
improve our understanding about the link between trade, growth and child
labour practices, as well as management of child labour in developing
countries.

Public Hearing on International
Child Labor
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Child Labour
Questionnaire
International Labour Organization

Child Labor
A World History Companion
ABC-CLIO Consult this handy reference work when you need accurate, up to
date information on subjects ranging from the eﬀects of work on children's
education to the use of child labor in Eastern Europe. * A–Z entries are also
arranged by category * Numerous citations of contemporary books and
studies

Child Labour
A Textbook for University Students
ILO/IPEC

Children, Human Rights and
Temporary Labour Migration
Protecting the Child-Parent
Relationship
Routledge This book focuses on the neglected yet critical issue of how the
global migration of millions of parents as low-waged migrant workers
impacts the rights of their children under international human rights law.
The work provides a systematic analysis and critique of how the restrictive
features of policies governing temporary labour migration interfere with
provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child that protect the
child-parent relationship and parental role in children’s lives. Combining
social and legal research, it identiﬁes both potential harms to children’s
well-being caused by prolonged child-parent separation and State duties to
protect this relationship, which is deliberately disrupted by temporary
labour migration policies. The book boldly argues that States beneﬁtting
from the labour of migrant workers share responsibility under international
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human rights law to mitigate harms to the children of these workers,
including by supporting eﬀective measures to maintain transnational childparent relationships. It identiﬁes measures to incorporate children’s best
interests into temporary labour migration policies, oﬀering ways to reduce
interferences with children’s family rights. This book ﬁlls a gap that
emerges at the intersection of child rights studies, migration research and
existing literature on the purported nexus between labour migration and
international development. It will be a valuable resource for academics,
researchers and policymakers working in these areas.

Child Labour in India
A Study on Magnitude, Dimension &
Determinants
World Report on Child Labour 2012
International Labour Organisation How can we reduce child labor in the
unfavorable circumstances of a global economic slowdown? This new
ﬂagship report, the ﬁrst in a series to be published annually by the ILO's
International Program on the Elimination of Child Labor, brings together
research on child labor and social protection, identifying policies that are
designed to achieve multiple social goals. This report includes analyses of
national child labor trends based on the latest survey data, discussions of
the role of poverty and economic shocks in rendering households
vulnerable to child labor, and detailed consideration of income transfers,
public employment programs, social insurance, and microcredit initiatives
as they have been implemented around the world. The report distills a
broad range of research in economic and social policy and should be of
interest to those looking for ways to combat poverty in the present and
reduce its burden on the next generation.

Child Labour
Polity This disturbing new study provides a sharp and wide-ranging analysis
of the economic exploitation of children. The author exposes the myth that
child labour exists only in the third world, showing it to be an integral part
of industrial societies both East and West. In the ﬁrst comprehensive study
of this issue, Alec Fyfe examines the economic and social conditions under
which child labour ﬂourishes in the USA, Britain, Europe, Central and South
America and India. He looks at exploitation in the cities and in the country,
and the impact of urbanization on patterns on child labour. Other areas
discussed include the growth of child prostitution, the phenomenon of
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street children, child soldiers, and the impact of world recession on
children's lives. The author discusses the role of international
organizations such as the International Labour Organization and UNICEF in
establishing international rights for children and in forming conceptions of
what childhood should be. Fyfe concludes by calling for an overall antipoverty strategy to combat world-wide exploitation, of which child labour
is one particularly horriﬁc aspect. This important work sets the agenda for
debate in this area and will be of great interest to anyone working in the
area of social work, child welfare, development studies and international
politics.

Combating Child Labour
A Handbook for Labour Inspectors
International Labour Oﬃce This useful handbook provides those working in
the ﬁeld of labour inspection with basic information to understand and
take action against children's work that is dangerous, exploitative and
compromising to their future. It oﬀers suggestions on how to assess abuse
and risk, how to evaluate a particular situation holistically, and how to
work towards action-oriented decisions. It contains advice on the training
process as well as the elements to include in a training programme. It also
oﬀers an array of helpful tools labour inspectors can use to assess child
labour problems. (ILO Website)

Eliminating Child Labour
Guides for Employers
Guide Three is about the collective role that employers' organizations and
other business associations can play in helping their members on this
important topic.

Eliminating the Worst Forms of
Child Labour
A Practical Guide to ILO Convention
No. 182
This handbook oﬀers an educational approach to Convention No. 182, the
cornerstone of international action to combat the worst forms of child
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labor. It provides examples of best practices and gives an overview of what
parliamentarians can do to help eradicate the various forms of abuse to
which child workers are exposed. It also proposes model instruments and
reference material as aids designed to facilitate the work of legislators.-Publisher's description.

Child Labour in Global Society
Emerald Group Publishing This book presents a novel study of children's
compulsory productive educational labour in modern and modernizing
societies under globalization, and the implications for such matters as
children's everyday lives, relationships and rights, international legal
instruments, relevant analytical notions (including 'slavery'), and
sociological analysis.

The Right of the Child to a Clean
Environment
Routledge This title was ﬁrst published in 2000: A discussion on the right of
a child to a clean environment. It links two important contemporary issues:
human rights and the environment. The volume consists of the extended
versions of some of the papers which were presented at a workshop on
"The Right of a Child to a Clean Environment", held at Queen Mary and
Westﬁeld College, University of London, in 1997, and there are also some
additional contributions. The workshop participants included Michael
Anderson and Sylvia Bluck, Harry Post, Holly Cullen and Olufemi Elias. The
additional contributors include Veronic Wright, Maria G. Doglioli and
Soledad Aguilar. There are essays on general issues, selected case studies
and annexes.

Children and Youth in the Labour
Process in Africa
African Books Collective It is increasingly clear that children and the youth
today play a signiﬁcant role in the labour process in Africa. But, to what
extent is this role benign? And when and why does this role become
exploitative rather than beneﬁcial? This book on children and the youth in
Africa sets out to address these questions. The book observes that in
Africa today, children are under pressure to work, often engaged in the
worst forms of child labour and therefore not living out their role as
children. It argues that the social and economic environment of the African
child is markedly diﬀerent from what occurs elsewhere, and goes further to
challenge all factors that have combined in stripping children of their
childhood and turning them into instruments and commodities in the
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labour process. It also explains the sources, dynamics, magnitude and
likely consequences of the exploitation of children and the youth in
contemporary Africa. The book is an invaluable contribution to the
discourse on children, while the case studies are aimed at creating more
awareness about the development problems of children and the youth in
Africa, with a view to evolving more eﬀective national and global
responses.

Child Labor Today
A Human Rights Issue
Enslow Publishers, Inc. Presents a history of child labor around the world,
describing the jobs children were and are forced to do, the ways child labor
can be prevented, and the laws being created in underdeveloped countries
to prevent such unfair practices.

International Labour
Documentation
The Role of Social Protection in the
Elimination of Child Labour
Evidence Review and Policy
Implications
This new report provides a rigorous review of what the latest research says
about the power of social protection to combat child labour. Providing
families with direct assistance to help them weather crises can help reduce
negative coping strategies like child labour and child marriage. The report
also shows that the impact of social protection measures is even greater if
countries also put in place integrated systems that provide social
protection beneﬁts across the lifecycle. Unfortunately, too little progress
has been made in expanding social protection services to reach the
families in greatest need – and the children at greatest risk. Worldwide,
the families of approximately 1.5 billion children 14 and under receive no
family or child cash beneﬁts at all. Authored jointly by the ILO and UNICEF,
this report is intended to inform discussion at the 5th Global Conference on
the Elimination of Child Labour, in South Africa in May 2022 – and to spur
urgent action by governments to build comprehensive, child-sensitive
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social protection systems. The joint endeavour of Alliance 8.7 and the
Global Partnership for Universal Social Protection (USP2030) could also be
an important vehicle to advance this eﬀort and support Member State

The Economics of Child Labour
Oxford University Press on Demand Children throughout the world are engaged
in a great number of activities classiﬁable as work. These range from
relatively harmless, even laudable, activities like helping parents in their
domestic chores, to morally and physically dangerous ones like soldiering
and prostitution. If we leave out the former, we are left with what are
generally called "economic" activities. Only a small minority, less than 4
percent of all working children, are estimated to be engaged in what
ILOdeﬁnes as the "unconditional" worst forms of child labour. The absolute
number of children estimated to be engaged in the latter is, however, a
stunning 8.4 million.Should we only be concerned about the worst forms of
child labour? Most forms of child labour other than the worst ones have
valuable learning-by-doing elements. Furthermore, child labour produces
current income. If the family is credit rationed, child labour relaxes the
liquidity constraint and increases current consumption. There is thus a
trade-oﬀ between present and future consumption. To the extent that
current consumption has a positive eﬀect on future health (hence, on the
child'sfuture earning capacity and, more generally, utility), this trade-oﬀ
may be lower than one might think.This book provides a blend of theory,
empirical analysis and policy discussion. The ﬁrst three chapters develop a
fairly comprehensive theory of child labour, and related variables such as
fertility, and infant mortality. Chapter 4, concerned with the eﬀects of
trade, contains both theory and cross-country empirical evidence. The
remaining chapters are country studies, aimed at illustrating and testing
diﬀerent aspects of the theory in diﬀerent geographical contexts. These
chapters applythe latest developments in microeconometric methodology
for dealing with endogeneity, unobserved heterogeneity, and the
evaluation of public intervention.

Approaches to Reducing the Use of
Forced or Child Labor
Summary of a Workshop on
Assessing Practice
National Academies Press Globally, child labor and forced labor are
widespread and complex problems. They are conceptually diﬀerent
phenomena, requiring diﬀerent policy responses, though they may also
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overlap in practice. The Traﬃcking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA)
was designed to reduce the use of child and forced labor in the production
of goods consumed in the United States. The Act was reauthorized in 2003,
2005, and 2008. In response to provisions of TVPA, the the Bureau of
International Labor Aﬀairs requested that the National Research Council
organize a two-day workshop. The workshop, summarized in this volume,
discusses methods for identifying and organizing a standard set of
practices that will reduce the likelihood that persons will use forced labor
or child labor to produce goods, with a focus on business and
governmental practices.

Labor Literature
Recent Additions to the Department
of Labor Library
Hidden Hands
International Perspectives on
Children's Work and Labour
Routledge Hidden Hands focuses on a speciﬁc and neglected area of
contemporary child welfare; that of children's paid work and labour. This
book provides the ﬁrst cross-cultural examination of children's productive
activities, their relationship to children's broader social lives, and their
implications for the child's education, welfare and well-being. The
contributors look at the situation both here and overseas. They discuss
issues including conﬂicts between schooling, education and work in the UK,
child poverty, motivating children to work, children from ethnic minorities,
the work and labour of children in industrialised countries and the
situation in the US, Denmark, Germany and Russia. The growth in the study
of childhood encompasses anthropology, sociology, social policy and social
work, as well as education. This book will be of use in all of these areas.

El Salvador
No Rest : Abuses Against Child
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Domestics in El Salvador
Human Rights Watch Recommendations -- Domestic work -- The relationship
between child labor and education -- The response of the Salvadoran
government and the international community -- Child labor under
international law -- Acknowledgments.

The Elimination of Child Labour:
Whose Responsibility?
A Practical Workbook
SAGE Publications India This book stresses the importance of the eradication
of child labor and provides a model workbook that sketches out
systematically how the government, community and NGOs can eﬃciently
work towards the eﬀective eradication of this social problem.

International Labour
Documentation
Community Prevention of Child
Labor
Evidence-based Practices to
Promote the Psychological Wellbeing of Minors
Springer Nature This book discusses preventive actions that have led to
reduction in the prevalence of child labor across the world over the 21st
century. It identiﬁes exemplary programs in the area of community
prevention that have had exceptional results; for example, the involvement
of children in hazardous work globally being reduced by half. It documents
a wide range of contexts where concerted action has counteracted social
permissiveness towards child labor, including psycho-educational
interventions in preventing early school leaving and conditional cash
beneﬁts which counteract family poverty. The book presents a set of
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evidence-based practices that are particularly useful for psychologists,
educators, and social workers. More broadly, this book is also of interest to
policymakers, professionals, and activists involved in child protection
policy or in implementing programs to promote the psychological wellbeing of children.

Convention No. 182 for Elimination
of the Worst Forms of Child Labor
Message from the President of the
U.S
DIANE Publishing
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